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ASIA 
 

Emerging East Asian Bond Yields 

Diverge Amid Varied Monetary Policy   

25-Sep-2018  
Bond yields in emerging East Asian markets 

diverged between 1 June and 15 August, with 
yields rising in economies that took steps to 
support local currencies or tackle rising 

inflation, such as Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, and Viet Nam and yields sliding in 
countries such as the Republic of Korea, 
Malaysia, and the People’s Republic of China 

(PRC), where the People such Bank of China 

lowered the reserve requirement ratios for some 
banks, according to a new report by the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB). 
The trend occurred amid global uncertainty, 
as the US continued to raise interest rates and 

the Eurozone is expected to begin monetary 
tightening, which have contributed to the 

depreciation of most currencies in emerging 
East Asia, according to the latest quarterly 
update of the Asia Bond Monitor. 

The difference in bond yields reflects disparate 
monetary policy stances across emerging East 
Asia amid global economic uncertainty, said ADB 
Chief Economist Mr. Yasuyuki Sawada. But 
emerging East Asia still has strong 

fundamentals, and the current risks posed by 
financial turbulence in emerging markets such as 
Argentina and Turkey seem limited for the 
region. Still, given the febrile state of global 
financial markets, Asian authorities would do 
well to monitor developments closely and be 
prepared to take preventive measures if 

warranted. 
Overall, the total size of local currency bond 
markets in emerging East Asia grew to $12.6 
trillion at the end of June, up 3.2% from the 

first quarter of 2018. Government bonds made 
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up 67% of the regions local currency bond 

market at the end of June, amounting to $8.4 

trillion. Corporate bonds, meanwhile, grew 1.8% 
from the first quarter, reaching $4.2 trillion. 
The PRC remains the region such largest bond 
market, making up 72% of the total bonds 
outstanding in the second quarter of 2018, up 
3.8% from the first quarter. The expansion was 

largely driven by a surge in the issuance of local 
government bonds as local governments rushed 
to meet the August deadline of the debt-for-
bond swap program. 
Net foreign fund flows in the region such local 
currency bond markets were mixed in the review 

period. For example, foreign bond investment in 
Indonesia and Malaysia dropped while the 
Republic of Korea and Thailand enjoyed high 

foreign investor interest. 
Risks to the region’s bond markets include 
escalating global trade tensions, rising private 
debt levels in some economies, and volatile 

global oil prices. The latest issue of the Asia 

Bond Monitor discusses in-depth how global 
trade tensions between the PRC and the US will 
affect financial markets. Because most countries 
in the region have very close economic ties with 
the world’s two largest economies, the report 
says ongoing trade tensions may adversely 
affect business and consumer confidence. 

However, the response of the financial markets, 
which have been taking a wait-and-see attitude, 
has been calm and limited so far. 
The report also analyzes the rising popularity 
of cryptocurrencies and their effect on 
financial markets, as well as regulatory 

options. The report points out that there are 
risks that come with the rise of cryptocurrencies, 

such as price volatility, but concludes that the 
size of the cryptocurrency market remains small 
and doesnt yet pose a threat to financial market 
stability. 
ADB is committed to achieving a prosperous, 
inclusive, resilient, and sustainable Asia and the 
Pacific, while sustaining its efforts to eradicate 

extreme poverty. Established in 1966, it is 
owned by 67 members48 from the region. In 
2017, ADB operations totaled $32.2 billion, 

including $11.9 billion in cofinancing. 
1 Emerging East Asia refers to the People’s 
Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; Indonesia; 

the Republic of Korea; Malaysia; the Philippines; 
Singapore; Thailand; and Viet Nam. 
 
Copyright (c) 2018 Euclid Infotech Pvt Ltd. 
 
 

Armenia 

Armenia raises growth forecast for this 

year to 6.5 pct  

27-Sep-2018  
YEREVAN, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Armenia on 

Thursday raised its forecast for this year's 
economic growth to 6.5 percent from a 
previous projection of 4.5 percent and said 
the change was due to improved global 

conditions and the impact of government 
reforms. 

The government's 2019 draft budget also said 

that GDP growth would slow to 4.9 percent next 
year but said that the forecast was conservative 
and could be revised. The draft is subject to 
approval by parliament. 
The economy expanded 7.2 percent year-on-
year in the second quarter, up from 5.5 percent 

in the same period last year. 
Armenia, a country of 3.2 million people, 
depends heavily on aid and investment from 
former imperial master Russia, whose economic 
downturn has hit Armenian exports as well as 
remittances from Armenians working there in 

recent years. 
The situation started to improve last year, when 

growth rebounded to 7.5 percent from just 0.2 
percent in 2016. 
The draft budget projects annual inflation in a 
range of 4 percent plus or minus 1.5 percentage 
points, which is the same as this year's target, 

Finance Minister Atom Janjugazyan told the 
government meeting. 
The draft sees revenues at 1.5 trillion drams 
($3.1 billion), about 200 billion drams more than 
expected this year, and spending at about 1.6 
trillion drams, up from 1.5 trillion drams 
expected this year. 
The budget deficit is expected to fall to 2.2 
percent of national output in 2019 from 2.7 
percent seen for this year.  

 
($1=482 drams) 
(Reporting by Hasmik Mkrtchyan; Writing by Margarita 
Antidze Editing by Matthew Mpoke Bigg) 
(( margarita.antidze@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+995322999370; Reuters Messaging: 
margarita.antidze.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Bahrain 

Bahrain plans to approve VAT, pension 

reform laws before election  

27-Sep-2018  
•Government to submit VAT and pension 
reform bills 
•Parliament to hold an extraordinary session 
in Oct 
•Bahrain will hold election on Nov. 24 
•Subsidy system reform still under discussion 
•Gulf allies committed to support Bahrain 

By Aziz El Yaakoubi and Davide Barbuscia 
DUBAI, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Bahrain plans to 

get structural reforms through parliament 

before a November election, including the 
introduction of value-added tax (VAT) and 
changes to the pension system, sources 
familiar with the matter said. 

The reforms are part of efforts to fix public 
finances hit hard by the drop in oil prices which 
also pushed Bahrain's dinar to its lowest in more 
than a decade. 
The move paves the way for an integrated 

programme from Bahrain's wealthier neighbours 
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which have said they will support its economic 

reforms and fiscal stability. 

Bahrain will hold a parliamentary election on 
Nov. 24, the second ballot since 2011 when 
protesters took to the streets demanding more 
democracy. The vote comes as Bahrain struggles 
to cut its deficit and ease public anger over 
years of austerity.  

Parliament will hold an extraordinary session in 
October to approve the two laws, said the 
sources, who asked for anonymity as they are 
not authorised to speak to the media. 
The government communication office declined 
to comment. 

Introducing VAT at a 5 percent rate was part of 
a Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) agreement in 
2018, a big step for governments that have 

traditionally levied little tax and relied instead on 
oil revenues. 
So far, only Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 
Emirates have started implementing VAT, 
though the International Monetary Fund says 

all six GCC countries remain committed to it.  

Bahrain’s finance minister said earlier this year 
the country planned to have completed 
preparatory work for the tax by the end of this 
year, without giving a firm date for when it 
would be launched. 
The government is still seeking a deal with 
parliament on changes to the subsidy system. In 

August, it rejected a plan that it said would 
break spending caps. 

Bahrain’s dinar recovered from 17-year lows and 
its bond prices rebounded in June, after its 
neighbours pledged to prevent its ballooning 
public debt from triggering a financial crisis. 

Fiscal steps already announced by the 
government would cut the deficit to 11 percent 
of gross domestic product in 2018 from 14 
percent last year, an IMF official said in May. 
 
(Editing by Robin Pomeroy) 
(( aziz.elyaakoubi@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+971552994086; Reuters Messaging: 
aziz.elyaakoubi.reuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

China 

China to set up local govt debt 

monitoring system  

25-Sep-2018  
SHANGHAI, Sept 25 (Reuters) - China is 

building a nationwide system to monitor the 
income and expenditure of local governments 
in a bid to control debt, the official China Daily 
reported on Tuesday, citing finance ministry 
officials.  
As China steps up infrastructure spending in a 
bid to offset the economic impact of trade 

frictions with the United States, it has vowed to 
minimise financial risk and prevent local 
governments from taking on too much debt. 
It is now establishing a budget performance 
evaluation and management system that will 

supervise all investment and financing activities 

by both central and local governments, China 

Daily said. 
It will also cover public-private partnerships and 
China's sovereign wealth fund, and will include 
provisions to suspend funding for projects with 
"serious problems", the report added. 
The newspaper said Chinese local 

governments issued debt worth 378.9 billion 
yuan ($55.27 billion) last week, a record 
weekly high.  

Total outstanding local government debt stood 
at 17.66 trillion yuan ($2.58 trillion) by the end 
of August, according to figures from the Ministry 
of Finance, about 18 percent of China's GDP in 
2017. 

China has already drawn up guidelines to control 

hidden local government debt as it tries to crack 
down on the illegal use of corporate financing 
mechanisms to fund public projects. 
The debt-ridden rustbelt province of Liaoning in 
China's northeast has also established a 
parliamentary committee to scrutinise 

government spending and control debt, the first 
province to do so.  
 
($1 = 6.8559 yuan) 
(Reporting by David Stanway Editing by Eric Meijer) 
(( david.stanway@thomsonreuters.com ; +86 21 6104 
1799; Reuters Messaging: 
david.stanway.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

China central bank releases new 

guidelines on Panda bond issuance  

25-Sep-2018  
SHANGHAI, Sept 25 (Reuters) - China's central 

bank on Tuesday released provisional 
guidelines governing the issuance of bonds in 
the country's interbank market by foreign 

institutions in a bid to simplify procedures and 
encourage greater foreign participation. 

The People's Bank of China said the measures, 
published and effective from Tuesday, are 
intended to promote the opening of China's 
interbank bond market, standardise issuance 

procedures by offshore institutions and protect 
investors' legal rights. 

This follows statements from officials in recent 
months that China would clarify guidelines for 
the issuance of yuan bonds by offshore 
borrowers, known as Panda bonds. 
In a statement accompanying the new 
guidelines, the PBOC said overseas institutions 

had issued bonds worth 178.16 billion yuan 
($25.91 billion) in China's interbank market as 
of the end of August. 
The new measures laid out conditions and 
application procedures for issuance of bonds by 
offshore institutions, as well as disclosure 

requirements, issuance registration, custody 

settlement details and requirements for the 
opening of accounts and fund remittance. 
Interest in Panda bonds among issuers has been 
limited in part because of unclear rules over 
issuer qualification and the movement of 
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proceeds.  

 
($1 = 6.8748 Chinese yuan) 
(Reporting by Andrew Galbraith; Editing by Vyas 
Mohan) 
(( Andrew.Galbraith@tr.com ; +86 21 6104 1779; 
Reuters Messaging: 
andrew.galbraith.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net ; 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/apgalbraith )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

China standardizes bond issuance of 

overseas institutions  

26-Sep-2018  
BEIJING, Sept. 26 (Xinhua) -- China has 

unveiled a set of temporary regulations to 
standardize the bond issuance by different 
kinds of overseas institutions on China's 
interbank bond market. 

The People's Bank of China (PBOC) and the 

Ministry of Finance jointly publicized the rules on 
Tuesday, aiming to push forward the opening up 
of the country's bond market. 
Since international development institutions 
issued yuan-denominated bonds on China's 
interbank market for the first time in 2005, 
overseas institutions have seen more channels 

to issue bonds on the interbank market and 
more types of institutions have been allowed to 
do so, the PBOC said in a statement. 
By the end of August, overseas institutions 
had issued a total of 178.16 billion yuan (26 
billion U.S. dollars) of bonds in China's 
interbank bond market, the data showed. 

The temporary measures clarify the 

requirements for overseas institutions allowed to 
issued bonds and the application procedures. 
Foreign governments, foreign institutions with 
government functions and international 
development institutions must possess bond 
issuance experience and have sound solvency 
conditions, the measures read. 

Overseas financial institutions must have paid-in 
capital of no less than 10 billion yuan or its 
equivalent and have reported profits in the past 
three consecutive years, among other 

requirements. 
"The temporary measures improved the 
mechanism arrangements for overseas 

institutions issuing bonds in China's interbank 
market, linked domestic rules with international 
ones and are conducive to making China's bond 
market more internationalized," the statement 
said. 
The central bank will continue to work with other 

departments to push forward the financial 
market's opening-up process in a prudent 
manner, the statement added.  
 
Copyright (c) 2018 Xinhua News Agency 
 
 

India 

India's April-August fiscal deficit at 

94.7 pct of full-year target  

25-Sep-2018  

NEW DELHI, Sept 25 (Reuters) - India reported 

on Tueday a fiscal deficit of 5.9 trillion rupees 
($81.4 billion) for April-August, or 94.7 
percent of the budgeted target for the current 
fiscal year compared with 96.1 percent a year 
earlier. 

Net tax receipts in the first five months of the 

fiscal year that ends in March 2019 were 3.66 
trillion rupees, government data showed. 
India expects to trim the deficit to 3.3 percent of 
GDP this fiscal year, after meeting an upwardly 
revised fiscal deficit target of 3.5 percent of GDP 
in 2017/18. 
 
($1 = 72.6500 Indian rupees) 
(Reporting by Nidhi Verma Editing by Martin Howell) 
(( nidhi.verma@thomsonreuters.com ; +91 11 
49548031; Reuters Messaging: 
nidhi.verma.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

India to take appropriate action to 

avoid "market freeze"  

26-Sep-2018  
MUMBAI, Sept 26 (Reuters) - The Indian 

government and regulators would make every 
effort to prevent the risk of "contagion" in 
credit markets resulting from a scare caused 
by two non-banking financial companies 
(NBFC), a senior government advisor said on 
Wednesday. 

The market regulator, the central bank and the 

finance ministry are "closely following" the credit 
markets and will take "appropriate actions" to 
avert a "market freeze," Sanjeev Sanyal, 
Principal Economic Adviser to the Ministry of 
Finance said in a Reuters chatroom. "This is top 
of mind."  
Investors were unnerved after one of the biggest 

NBFCs in India - Infrastructure Leasing & 
Financial Services (IL&FS)  this month defaulted 
on a series of its coupon payments.  
Fears that liquidity problems in the NBFC sector 
grew after a large fund manager sold short-term 

bonds issued by home loan provider Dewan 
Housing Finance at a sharp discount. 

"The authorities will make every efforts to 
contain contagion from ILFS/NBFC issue," 
Sanyal told the chatroom participants, who 
included traders and analysts.  
While the benchmark 10-year bond yield fell to 
8.086 from its previous close of 8.124 and the 

rupee marginally strengthened on the day to 
72.63 per dollar, India's financial markets have 
turned volatile in 2018. 
Worries over weakening macro-economic 
fundamentals have taken centre stage as crude 
oil prices have surged and trade tariff tensions 

have led to a broad retreat from emerging 

markets. 
The benchmark 10-year bond yield has risen 
nearly 11 percent so far this year and the 
partially convertible rupee has weakened 
more than 12 percent. 
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"On rupee, all options are open," Sanyal added. 

"The USD seems to have stabilized against the 

basket, but oil and trade issues are still fluid." 
The finance ministry, the Reserve Bank of India 
and market regulator Securities and Exchange 
Board of India have this week all said they all 
were closely monitoring the impact of a liquidity 
crunch on NBFCs, and stood ready to intervene. 

 
(Reporting by Savio Shetty, Abhirup Roy and 
Suvashree Dey Choudhury; Editing by Simon 
Cameron-Moore) 
(( abhirup.roy@thomsonreuters.com ; + 91 22 6180 
7067; Reuters Messaging: 
abhirup.roy.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

India Bonds Rise Tracking Rupee 

Gains, RBI's OMO Eyed   

27-Sep-2018  
By Neha Dubey 
NewsRise 
MUMBAI (Sep 27) -- Indian government bonds 

rise in early trade as rupee gains against 
dollar; demand for notes supported ahead of 

central bank’s INR100 billion bond 

repurchase, dealers say. Benchmark note at 
INR94.23, yielding 8.06%, against INR94.17 
previous close. “Since the rupee is up despite 
crude oil prices being elevated, it is a hint 
towards some improvement in currency market 

sentiment,” trader with state-run bank says. RBI 

to repurchase INR100 billion of bonds today; 
central bank today assured markets it is ready 
to meet durable liquidity needs through various 
instruments depending on assessment of 
evolving liquidity and market conditions. Rupee 
at 72.50 to dollar against 72.61 previous close; 
India from today hikes import duties on several 

items and imposed duty on aviation turbine fuel. 
Benchmark Brent crude oil contract up 0.9% at 
$82.10/barrel. U.S. 10-year Treasury yield 
steady at 3.05% as fear over faster pace of Fed 
hikes eases despite yesterday's hike. India's 
benchmark yield tipped in 8.03%-8.08% band 
today. 

 
- By Neha Dubey; neha.dubey@newsrise.org; 91-22-
61353300 
- Edited by Mrigank Dhaniwala 
- Send Feedback to feedback@NewsRise.org 
- Copyright (c) 2018 NewsRise Financial Research & 
Information Services Pvt Ltd 
 
 

Lebanon 

Lebanon central bank governor says 

monetary situation stable  

27-Sep-2018  
BEIRUT, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Lebanon's central 

bank chief said on Thursday the monetary 
situation in the country is stable and he hopes 

the formation of a government soon will 
strengthen confidence in the economy. 

Almost five months after national elections, a 

political stalemate is preventing Lebanon from 

forming a national unity government, raising 
concerns for the heavily-indebted economy.  
"Strengthening confidence to help the economy 
is important. I hope this will happen after the 
formation of the government soon," Central 
Bank Governor Riad Salameh said in televised 

comments after a meeting with the 
government's social and economic council.  
Lebanon had the world's third-highest debt-
to-GDP ratio, at over 150 percent, at the end 
of 2017. The International Monetary Fund 
wants to see an immediate and substantial 
fiscal adjustment to improve debt 
sustainability. 

The ongoing failure of politicians to form a 

government needed to undertake the necessary 
reforms following the parliamentary election in 
May has compounded concern for the economy 
and currency, which is pegged to the U.S. dollar.  
"The formation of a government, firstly, gives a 
vision of where the country is going 
economically and financially. Secondly, it 

reassures those who fund Lebanon that there is 
continuity and an ongoing ability for issuances to 
fund the country's deficit," Salameh said. 
 
(Reporting by Lisa Barrington Editing by Mark 
Heinrich) 
(( lisa.barrington@thomsonreuters.com ; +961(0) 
1954456; )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Philippines 

Philippines plans $4.97 bln domestic 

borrowing in Q4  

25-Sep-2018  
MANILA, Sept 25 (Reuters) - The Philippines 

plans to raise as much as 270 billion pesos 
($4.97 billion) from the sale of treasury bills 
and bonds in the fourth quarter, the same 
amount that was planned for the current 
quarter, the Bureau of the Treasury said on 
Tuesday. 

Auctions would be held weekly for 91-day, 182-

day and 364-day T-bills between October to 
December, offering up to 15 billion pesos at 
each sale. 
There will be six treasury bond auctions in the 
fourth quarter, each offering 30 billion pesos of 
bonds carrying tenors of 5, 7 and 10 years. 
The government aims to raise as much as $2 

billion via bond issues denominated in yen and 
U.S. dollars before the year-end, but these are 
part of the 2018 financing programme. 
The Philippines, one of Asia's most active 
issuers of sovereign debt, is raising money to 
finance a $180 billion infrastructure plan that 
aims to upgrade or build roads, bridges, 
railways, seaports and airports. 

 
($1 = 54.3130 Philippine pesos) 
(Reporting by Neil Jerome Morales; Editing by Simon 
Cameron-Moore) 
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(( neiljerome.morales@thomsonreuters.com ; +632 
8418914; Reuters Messaging: 
neiljerome.morales.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net 
)) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 

 
 

IMF trims 2018 Philippine growth 

forecast on rising inflation  

28-Sep-2018  

MANILA, Sept 28 (Reuters) - The Philippines 

would likely miss its medium-term economic 
growth target of 7-8 percent, the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on 
Friday, given downside risks from rising 
inflation, volatile capital flows and Sino-U.S. 
trade tensions.  

Growth would probably hit 6.5 percent in 2018, 
the IMF said, weaker than its July forecast of 6.7 
percent, before picking up to 6.7 next year. 

"The economy continues to perform well but is 
facing new challenges," the IMF said in a 
statement issued following its regular "Article 4" 
review of the Philippine economy. 
Inflation this year is forecast to breach the 
central bank's 2-4 percent target and stay in the 

upper half of the range in 2019 and 2020, the 
IMF said, which should warrant further policy 
tightening by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. 
To limit overheating risks and avoid 
overburdening monetary policy, the IMF urged 
the government to adjust its budget deficit 

targets to make it "neutral" rather than 

expansionary. 
A neutral fiscal stance would imply a lower 
budget deficit equal to 2.4 percent of gross 
domestic product this year and 2.5 percent 
next year, compared with the government's 3 
percent and 3.2 percent targets for 2018 and 
2019, the IMF said.  

The IMF kept its 2018 current account deficit for 
the Philippines at 1.5 percent of GDP and the 

gap is expected to remain at that level in 2019 
as it would be financed largely by foreign direct 
investment. 
Consumer prices have been under pressure due 
in part to the peso's weakness, sparked by fears 

of a widening Philippine current account deficit 
and an escalating trade war. 

The peso has weakened by 7.6 percent against 
the U.S. dollar since the start of the year, 
making it one of Asia's worst-performing 
currencies. 
On Thursday, the Philippine central bank raised 
its benchmark interest rates for the fourth time 
in five months, pushing them to seven-year 

highs, to tame inflation and support the 
struggling peso.  
 
(Reporting by Karen Lema; Editing by Vyas Mohan) 
(( karen.lema@thomsonreuters.com ; +632 841-
8938; Reuters Messaging: 
karen.lema.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 

 

Qatar 

Qatar boycott puts it at highest risk of 

downgrade globally  

27-Sep-2018  
DUBAI, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Qatar is the 

country at highest risk of being downgraded 
by S&P Global Ratings as it continues to feel 
the impact of a boycott by other Arab states, 
the rating agency said in a research note. 

Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain 
and Egypt cut diplomatic and transport ties with 

Qatar last year, accusing it of backing terrorism, 
a charge which Doha denies. 
The move disrupted Qatar’s imports and led to 

the withdrawal of billions of dollars from Qatari 
banks by depositors from the four states, 
hurting the economy. 
But the world’s top exporter of liquefied natural 

gas developed new trade routes and used tens 
of billions of dollars from its sovereign wealth 
fund, estimated to have about $320 billion of 
assets, to protect its banks. 
Rated AA-(minus) by S&P – three notches 
higher than Saudi Arabia – Qatar in April 
demonstrated that it still had easy access to 
international capital markets, issuing a jumbo 

$12 billion bond which received orders 
estimated in excess of $52 billion. 

“Diplomatic tensions should continue to pressure 

Qatar's economic, fiscal, and external metrics, 
especially if the boycott is tightened or 
prolonged,” the agency said.  
It added that made Qatar the credit with the 
highest downgrade risk across all markets. 

ISLAMIC BONDS 
According to Mohamed Damak, global head of 
Islamic finance at S&P, the Qatar boycott and 
other geopolitical risks have also dampened 
investor appetite for sukuk, or Islamic bonds, 
in the whole Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
region over the last year.  

“It started with the boycott of Qatar...which we 
think weakened investors’ view of the 

cohesiveness of the GCC countries as a block,” 

he said in a separate note. 
“The shifts in Saudi Arabia’s power structures 
and societal norms have also attracted a lot of 
attention from investors.” 
Despite Qatar's successful conventional bond 
issue, a look at the volume of sukuk issued by 

the state suggests its ability to fund itself 
through such instruments has been hampered 
by the rift. 
Sukuk sales in both local and foreign currency, 
amounted to $5.5 billion in 2017. Volumes have 
gone down by over 50 percent to $2.6 billion so 

far this year, according to S&P. 
The boycott means that Qatari issuers can no 

longer rely on demand from regional Islamic 
investors and banks, which has traditionally 
been boosted by institutions in need of high-
grade sharia-compliant bonds to meet liquidity 
standards. 
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(Reporting by Davide Barbuscia; Editing by Kirsten 
Donovan) 
(( Davide.Barbuscia@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+971522604297; Reuters Messaging: 
davide.barbuscia.reuters.com@reuters.net )) 

(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Saudi Arabia 

Saudi bond index inclusion paves way 

for $30bn regional windfall  

27-Sep-2018  
Saudi Arabia is set to be included in JP 
Morgan's emerging market government bond 
indexes next year, potentially unlocking 
billions of dollars in fresh investment. 

It comes at a key time for the Kingdom's 
emerging capital markets as both the 

government and companies increasingly 
consider bond sales to raise capital, encouraged 
by financial reforms that are aimed at reducing 
economic reliance on oil revenues. 
Inclusion in the indexes helps to reduce 
borrowing costs and opens up Saudi Arabia to 

a much bigger pool of debt investors. A similar 
trend is also under way in equities with the 

Kingdom's recent inclusion in the MSCI 
Emerging Markets Index. The UAE, Bahrain, 
Kuwait and Qatar will also become eligible for 
EMBI Global Diversified (EMBIGD), EMBI Global 

(EMBIG) and EURO-EMBIG indexes, Reuters 
reported on Wednesday. The process will be 

phased between Jan. 31 and Sept. 30, 2019. 
That could lead to an estimated $30 billion in 
inflows, leading to tighter spreads and making 
primary market access easier, according to Bank 
of America Merrill Lynch. 
Bahrain could emerge as the biggest 

beneficiary from EMBI inclusion. "This will 

provide not only large flows as a percentage of 
debt outstanding, but is also likely to be crucial 
for future external financing needs," BoAML said 
in a note in August. 
"One of the clear benefits of being a member of 
a major benchmark is that investors generally 

have at least some exposure to each country 

(particularly if it is reasonably large like Bahrain) 
to avoid deviating too much from the 
benchmark." Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, 
Oman and Qatar have issued a quarter of all 
new debt sold by emerging market countries in 
each of the past three years, according to 
Reuters data. 

Gulf sovereign bonds rose on the news on 
Wednesday. The collapse of oil prices in 2014 as 
well as regional economic reform initiatives have 
encouraged Gulf states to turn to debt markets 
to fund spending that in the past may have been 
paid for with oil sales. 
"GCC index inclusion is a timely recognition of 

the fact that issuance from the region represents 
over 15 percent of the stock of emerging market 
debt, and provides important diversification 
benefits," said Mohieddine Kronfol, chief 
investment officer of Global Sukuk and MENA 

Fixed Income at Franklin Templeton 

Investments. 

The moves comes as Saudi corporate borrowers 
such as Saudi Basic Industries Corp. (SABIC) 
and Saudi Electricity tap debt markets to raise 
funds. SABIC is preparing to offer a dollar-
denominated unsecured bond to the global 
market with investor meetings this week. 

The Kingdom's petrochemical giant will be 
meeting investors in London, New York, Los 
Angeles and Boston, according to a filing on the 
Saudi stock exchange on Tuesday. 
 
Arab News/Gulf base 
Copyright (c) 2018 Sourced by MIST all rights 
reserved 
 
 

Sri Lanka 

Sri Lanka central bank seen raising 

rates to support rupee despite sluggish 

growth   

28-Sep-2018  
•Most analysts expect rate hike despite 
sluggish growth 
•Rupee down over 10 pct this year amid 
foreign bond outflows 
•Central bank cut lending rate by 25 bps in 
April 

•GDP growth picked up in Q2 after hitting 16-
yr low in 2017 
•Policy announcement due on Tuesday, Oct. 2 
at 0200 GMT 

By Ranga Sirilal and Shihar Aneez 
COLOMBO, Sept 28 (Reuters) - Sri Lanka's 

central bank is expected to raise its key 
interest rates on Tuesday, a Reuters poll 
showed, to prop up the rupee amid foreign 
outflows from government bonds and after 

the U.S. Federal Reserve raised rates earlier 
this week. 

Policymakers are left to defend a fragile rupee 
and prevent outflows as emerging markets come 
under pressure from rising U.S. interest rates, 
analysts say. 

The Fed raised interest rates on Wednesday, as 
expected, and still foresees another rate hike in 

December, three more next year, and one 
increase in 2020. 
The Sri Lankan rupee hit a fresh low of 169.40 
per dollar on Thursday due to importer demand 
for the greenback and foreign selling in 
government securities. It has fallen 4.8 percent 

so far this month and 10.2 percent this year. 
Nine out of 15 economists surveyed expected 
the central bank to raise both its standing 
deposit facility rate (SDFR) and standing lending 
facility rate (SLFR), which have been left 
unchanged since a 25 basis point (bps) cut in 
SDFR in April. 

Four economists expected a 50 basis point 
increase in both SDFR and SLFR, while a similar 
number expected a 25 bps hike in both. One 
analyst expected a 100 bps increase in SLFR. 
Six economists expected the central bank to 
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keep SDFR and SLFR unchanged at 7.25 percent 

and 8.50 percent respectively. 

All 15 analysts saw the statutory reserve ratio 
(SRR) remaining steady at 7.50 percent. 
"A rate hike could mitigate capital flight out of 
the bond market and assist in providing some 
stability for the rupee," said Danushka 
Samarasinghe, research head at Softlogic 

Stockbrokers. 
The need for a rate hike has increased after 
this week's Fed rate hike "which would create 
an upward push in rates within the global 
markets", he added. 

"The recent dollar strengthening would lead to 
higher inflation in coming months. So a rate 
increase could be warranted to keep inflation in 

check. But a rate hike in the local market could 

further affect growth momentum in an already 
slowing economy." 
The island-nation's economy, which slowed to a 
16-year low of 3.3 percent in 2017, picked up to 
3.7 percent in the second quarter from 3.0 
percent a year ago, led by the services and 

agriculture sectors as industrial expansion 
slowed. 
Sri Lanka has suffered a net outflow of 62.3 
billion rupees ($368.42 million) in 
government bonds so far this year, central 
bank data showed. 

A strengthening dollar since mid-April has 
increased the credit risk of several emerging 

markets, including Sri Lanka, due to currency 

depreciation, ratings agency Moody's said in 
June. 
Previous rate increases, along with tight fiscal 
measures to meet conditions imposed by the 
International Monetary Fund for a $1.5 billion 
loan, have dragged on the country's economy. 

 
($1 = 169.1000 Sri Lankan rupees) 
(Reporting by Ranga Sirilal and Shihar Aneez; Editing 
by Sunil Nair)  
((shihar.aneez@thomsonreuters.com; +94-11-232-
5540; Reuters Messaging: 
shihar.aneez.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net 
twitter:@shiharaneez)) 
 
 

Thailand 

Thailand plans to sell 135 bln baht of 

govt bonds in October-December  

27-Sep-2018  
BANGKOK, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Thailand plans 

to sell 135 billion baht ($4.16 billion) of 
government bonds in the October-December 

quarter as part of debt-restructuring moves, 
the finance ministry said on Thursday. 

The baht-denominated bonds, to be sold 
domestically, will have maturities between five 
and 49 years, the ministry said in a statement. 

That compares with the 133 billion baht of 
government bonds planned for the July-

September quarter. 
 
($1 = 32.42 baht) 
(Reporting by Satawasin Staporncharnchai Writing by 

Orathai Sriring Editing by Sunil Nair) 
(( orathai.sriring@tr.com ; +662 6489729; Reuters 
Messaging: 
orathai.sriring.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 

 

EUROPE 

 

Albania 

Albania to issue 500 mln euro seven-

year euro bond this year  

24-Sep-2018  
TIRANA, Sept 24 (Reuters) - Albania plans to 

tap the international capital markets for the 
first time since 2015 this year with 500 
million euro ($589 million) eurobond, the 
government said on Monday. 

The issue would probably be over seven and a 
half years and the proceeds used to cover day-
to-day funding needs and pay off an existing 
euro bond. 

Parliament granted the government approval to 
issue the bond last week. 
Unlike with its two previous eurobonds, Albania 
will be tapping the U.S. as well as European 
capital markets, where it raised 300 million 
euros in 2010 and 450 million euros in 2015. 
The new bond's joint lead managers are 

Citibank, Intesa Sanpaolo subsidiary IMI Bank 
and Societe Generale. 
The government expects public debt to fall to 
68.3 percent of gross domestic product at the 
end of 2018 from 70 percent in 2017. It has said 
it aims to cut the rate to 60 percent - the EU 

standard - in 2019.  
Credit agencies Standard and Poor's and 
Moody's respectively rate Albania B+ and B1, 
with a stable outlook. 
 
($1 = 0.8483 euros) 
(Reporting By Benet Koleka, editing by John 
Stonestreet) 
(( Benet.Koleka@thomsonreuters.com ; +355 4 222 
98 24 ; Reuters Messaging: 
Benet.Koleka.reuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Moody's Says Albania's Credit Profile 

Balances Stronger Institutions, Solid 

Growth Prospects Against Low Fiscal 

Strength  

25-Sep-2018  
Sept 25 (Reuters) - Moody's: 
Moody's says Albania's credit profile balances 
stronger institutions and solid growth 
prospects against low fiscal strength. 

Moody's says Albania's credit challenges include 

weak fiscal metrics and structural economic 
obstacles. 
 
(( Reuters.Briefs@thomsonreuters.com ;)) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
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Belarus 

Belarus to offer bonds totaling $200 

mln on domestic market in Q4  

26-Sep-2018  
MINSK. Sept 26 (Interfax) - The National Bank 

of Belarus (NBB) plans to raise up to $200 
million with foreign currency bond offerings 
on the domestic market in the fourth quarter 
of 2018, the NBB said in a statement. 

The NBB held 18 auctions for forex bonds in the 
first nine months of 2018, raising $550 million. 

Therefore, if the offerings planned to the end of 
the year are successful, the NBB will raise about 

$750 million in forex on the domestic market in 
2018. 
The NBB said it placed $29.9 million worth of 
bonds at an auction on Tuesday, when the 
declared offering was $40 million. The weighted 

average yield was 3.9%. The NBB has been 
maintaining this yield for the past six auctions. 
The cost of the NBB's forex borrowing on the 
domestic market has risen from 3.3% at the 
start of the year to 3.9%. 
The NBB will hold the next auction for forex 

bonds on October 23, when it plans to raise $40 
million. 
The NBB is using the forex raised on the 
domestic market to bolster its gold and forex 

reserves amid regular payments on the foreign 
government debt. 
Belarus's gold and forex reserves stood at 

$7.246 billion as of September 1, 2018, down by 
0.9% from the start of the year. More than 
$3.95 billion has been paid on the foreign and 
domestic debt in foreign currency since the 
beginning of 2018. 
 
(Our editorial staff can be reached at 
eng.editors@interfax.ru) 

Copyright © 2018 Interfax. All rights reserved. 
 
 

Bulgaria 

Bulgaria's gross foreign debt edges up 

0.5% at end-July  

26-Sep-2018  
SOFIA (Bulgaria), September 26 (SeeNews) - 
Bulgaria's gross foreign debt increased by an 
annual 0.5% to 33.65 billion euro ($39.59 
billion) at the end of July, the central bank 
said on Wednesday. 

The gross foreign debt was equivalent to 63.7% 

of the projected 2018 gross domestic product 
(GDP), down from 66.4% of GDP at the end of 
July 2017, the Bulgarian National Bank said in a 

statement. 
Compared with end-June, Bulgaria's external 
debt rose by 0.5% at the end of July. 
 
($ = 0.8499 euro) 
Copyright 2018 SeeNews. All rights reserved. 

 
 

Cyprus 

Cyprus finally gets back into ECB 

stimulus scheme  

27-Sep-2018  
FRANKFURT, Sept 27 (Reuters) - The European 

Central Bank has started buying Cypriot bonds 
once again, it said on Thursday, including the 
country in its stimulus programme for the first 
time since its exit from a painful bailout 
programme in 2016. 

The ECB said it would try to slowly make up for 
its missed purchases in the coming months, 

meaning it could potentially snap up some 4 

billion euros ($4.69 billion) worth of Cypriot 
paper. But it added it would also take liquidity 
conditions into account, suggesting that actual 
purchases may still be limited. 
Cyprus was kicked out of the ECB's stimulus 
scheme in the spring of 2016 when it exited a 

bailout programme without attaining an 
investment-grade credit rating, failing a key 

ECB condition.  
Having continued its reforms, it finally obtained 
the coveted rating this month and got back into 
the ECB programme just months before its 
scheduled end in December. 
The ECB holds just 214 million euros worth of 

Cypriot debt while the country's shareholding 

would have dictated purchases of about 4.2 
billion euros, suggesting the ECB could still buy 
4 billion euros worth of bonds. 
But making up for these buys could prove 
difficult as the market for Cypriot bonds is 

relatively illiquid, with big investors holding large 
chunks. 
"I think the (credit rating) upgrade was a reason 
to buy Cypriot government debt in its own right, 
and possibly there was some anticipation of ECB 
eligibility as well, so maybe that's why they 
haven't reacted so strongly this morning," said 

Mizuho strategist Antoine Bouvet.  
Buying 2.6 trillion euros worth of bonds, the ECB 

is supposed to divide its purchases according to 
each country's shareholding, and while it buys 
fluctuates from month to month, they are 
supposed to match this 'capital key' by the end 
of the purchases.  

"Until the end of net asset purchases, the 
Eurosystem’s pace of purchase in Cypriot 
government bonds will take the specific market 
liquidity situation of the Cypriot government 
bond market into account in calibrating a 
gradual and measured increase in Eurosystem 

holdings towards Cyprus’s share in the ECB 
capital key," an ECB spokesman said. 
While the ECB could also try to raise its Cypriot 
shareholding during the years that it reinvests 

cash from maturing debt, the ECB said that 
decisions on reinvestment policy will be taken 
later. 

 
($1 = 0.8538 euros) 
(Additional reporting by Abhinav Ramnarayan; 
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Reporting by Francesco Canepa and Balazs Koranyi; 
Editing by Hugh Lawson and Catherine Evans ) 
((@FranCanJourno 
francesco.canepa@thomsonreuters.com ; 
004906975651247; Reuters Messaging: 

francesco.canepa.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Czech Republic 

Czech central bank hikes rates again; 

won't commit to another   

26-Sep-2018  
•Czech central bank raises main rate to 1.50 
percent 
•Sixth rate hike since tightening last year 
began 
•Economy, fast-rising wages building inflation 
pressures 
•Crown drops as governor gives no timing 

commitment on next hike  

By Robert Muller and Jason Hovet 
PRAGUE, Sept 26 (Reuters) - The Czech 

National Bank raised interest rates at a third 
straight meeting on Wednesday to cope with 
fast-rising wages and inflationary pressures in 
a growing economy, but it stopped short of 
committing itself to another rate increase this 
year. 

The crown  hit a two-week low after the bank's 

decision and comments, with some investors 

disappointed it had not sent a stronger signal 
another rate hike was close. 
The Czech central bank has been the most 
aggressive among European Union policymakers 
in normalising monetary policy after years of 
loose measures, including keeping the crown 

weak in an intervention regime between 2013 
and 2017.  
The European Central Bank, meanwhile, has 
kept policy unchanged and is on track to end 
its bond purchases this year and raise interest 
rates next autumn. Other central banks in the 
EU's eastern wing have also kept rates at 
record lows. 

The seven-member CNB board voted 6-1 on 

Wednesday to increase the two-week repo rate 
by 25 basis points to 1.50 percent , the first 
time in over two decades an increase has come 
at three consecutive meetings. 
With the crown mired in emerging-market woes 
and providing little aid to policymakers in 
tightening monetary conditions amid a strong 

economy, markets have been counting on a 
further rate hike after this one before the year is 
out.  
Governor Jiri Rusnok, however, told a news 
conference that while another rate hike was 
likely, it made little difference if it came in the 

final two meetings of this year or early in 2019. 

"The next step is very likely going to be a hike, 
but we don't know exactly when," Rusnok said. 
Rusnok had told Reuters earlier this month two 
rate increases before the end of the year was a 
"strong scenario". He said on Wednesday little 
had changed since, but that the central bank has 

not committed itself to one more hike this year. 

MARKET REACTS 

Forward rate agreements (FRA) retreated 
slightly on Wednesday but are still pricing in 
about 50 percent chance the bank will deliver 
another hike this year.  
All 13 analysts in a Reuters poll had expected 
Wednesday's increase and a majority forecast 

one more rise this year. 
Since August 2017, the central bank has 
raised borrowing costs in six steps and has 
recently moved faster than expected from 
earlier outlooks, which had been based on a 
stronger crown helping its policy.  

Instead, the crown is 1.5 percent weaker since 
the start of February. The bank's current 
macroeconomic outlook also counts on the 

crown returning to appreciation, helping with 
rate stability next year. 
The latest economic data have shown growth 
remains strong and on course to grow at least 3 
percent this year.  
Wages continue to rise at their fastest pace in 

15 years after a real 6.2 percent jump in the 
second quarter and inflation has been above the 
bank's 2 percent target for all but three months 
since the beginning of 2017.  
 
(Reporting by Robert Muller and Jason Hovet, editing 
by Larry King) 
(( robert.muller@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+420224190475; Reuters Messaging: 
robert.muller.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Hungary 

Hungary mandates Deutsche Bank, 

Erste, J.P. Morgan for fx debt issue  

24-Sep-2018  
BUDAPEST, Sept 24 (Reuters) - Hungary's 

government debt agency (AKK) has mandated 
Deutsche Bank, Erste Bank and J.P. Morgan 
for a not yet specified foreign currency debt 
issuance transaction and to arrange an 
investor conference call on Monday at 1300 
GMT, the AKK said. 

"The AKK does not wish to provide further 

details at this stage ... about the transaction -- 
its parameters and timing -- linked to foreign 
currency debt issuance targeted in the annual 
2018 financing plan," it said in a statement. 
In the annual issuance plan, the AKK said it had 
2.3 billion euros ($2.71 billion) worth of foreign 
currency debt expiries this year, of which it 

planned to cover 1 billion euros with 
international bond issuance.  
 
($1 = 0.8496 euros) 
(Reporting by Krisztina Than and Gergely Szakacs) 
(( krisztina.than@thomsonreuters.com ; +36 1 327 
4745; Reuters Messaging: 
krisztina.than.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
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Poland 

Poland to borrow mainly on domestic 

market 

25-Sep-2018  
WARSAW, Sept 25 (Reuters) - The domestic 

market will remain the Poland's main source 
of financing for its borrowing needs, the 
cabinet said on Tuesday after approving the 
2019 state budget and the government's 
debt-management strategy for the next four 
years. 

"Foreign currency debt will be lowered below 30 

percent of the total debt," the strategy 
document read, adding that average maturity of 

domestic debt is to stay at 4.5 years. 
Borrowing needs for 2018 were put at 182 billion 
zloty ($50 billion). 
The government also said that state debt as a 
proportion of gross domestic product would fall 

to 47 percent at the end of this year and to 40.7 
percent in 2022. 
 
($1 = 3.6398 zlotys) 
(Reporting by Marcin Goclowski Editing by David 
Goodman) 
(( marcin.goclowski@thomsonreuters.com ; +48 22 
6539724; Reuters Messaging: 
marcin.goclowski.reuters.com@thomsonreuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Romania 

Romania sells 655 mln lei of April 2024 

bonds  

24-Sep-2018  

BUCHAREST, Sept 24 (Reuters) - Romania sold 

a more than planned 655 million lei ($165.62 
million) worth of April 2024 treasury bonds on 
Monday at an average accepted yield of 4.39 
percent, central bank data showed.  

Debt managers, who had planned to sell 500 
million lei, last issued the paper in August at an 

average yield of 4.55 percent. 

So far this year, Romania has sold roughly 28.49 
billion lei and 361 million euros of domestic 
debt. The finance ministry has also tapped 
foreign markets for 2.0 billion euros of 2028 and 
2030 Eurobonds, as well as $1.2 billion of 2048 
dollar bonds. 
 
($1 = 3.9548 lei) 
(Reporting by Luiza Ilie) 
(( luiza.ilie@thomsonreuters.com ; +4021 305 5262; 
Reuters Messaging: 
luiza.ilie.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Romania plans to sell 4.7 bln lei 

domestic debt in Oct  

27-Sep-2018  
BUCHAREST, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Romania's 

debt managers aim to sell leu currency bills 
and bonds worth 4.7 billion lei ($1.18 billion) 

in October, including 495 million lei at non-
competitive rounds of auctions, the finance 
ministry said on Thursday. 

In September, the ministry sold debt worth 4.17 
billion lei. 
The ministry has scheduled seven bond tenders 
in October, with residual maturities ranging from 
2 to 13 years, as well as two auctions to sell 900 

million lei worth of treasury bills.  
So far this year, Romania has sold 28.5 billion lei 
and 361 million euros of domestic debt. The 
finance ministry has also tapped foreign markets 
for 2.0 billion euros of 2028 and 2030 
Eurobonds, as well as $1.2 billion of 2048 dollar 
bonds. 

 
($1 = 3.9897 lei) 
(Reporting by Radu Marinas) 
(( radu.marinas@thomsonreuters.com ; +40 21 305 
5263; Reuters Messaging: 
radu.marinas.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Russia 

Russian debt chief stays calm amid 

U.S. sanctions threat  

27-Sep-2018  
•Finance ministry debt head doesn't expect 
debt sanctions 
•Says no need for debt market intervention 

right now 
•Expects foreigners' share of OFZ's to bottom 
around 25 pct 

By Andrey Ostroukh and Darya Korsunskaya 
MOSCOW, Sept 27 (Reuters) - The finance 

ministry in Moscow does not believe U.S. 
sanctions against Russian state debt are 
inevitable, and sees no imminent need to 
intervene in the bond market to support it, a 
senior ministry official said. 

The sanctions' theme has unnerved markets for 
months but became more acute in August when 

concerns grew that Washington might expand its 
regime against Moscow by slapping penalties on 
holdings of new Russian debt. 
"We do not think that their imposition is ...a 
done deal," Konstantin Vyshkovsky, head of the 

state debt department at the Finance Ministry, 
told Reuters in an interview cleared for 
publication this week. 
Vyshkovsky spoke on Sept. 7, at a time when 
the threat was driving a major selloff of Russian 
debt and the rouble. 
He said he did not expect a decision from 

Washington before November's mid-term 
elections. 
He also did not think the extra sanctions would 

be enforced as "limitations on the state debt 
would mean limitations (on)... social spending in 
particular. And (Washington has said)... several 

times that sanctions should not be aimed at 
Russian citizens." 
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The first batch of U.S. sanctions, against 

individuals with close ties to the Kremlin, were 

imposed in 2014 over Russia's annexation of 
Crimea and involvement in the Ukrainian 
conflict. 
They were expanded for what Washington called 
"malign activities", including meddling in 
western elections - something Russia has 

repeatedly denied - and U.S. lawmakers said 
more sanctions were in the pipeline. 
INVESTOR EXODUS  
Prices of Russian OFZ treasury bonds 
nosedived in August and early September as 
foreigners rushed to sell, and the share of the 
market held by non-residents slipped to 26.6 
percent on Sept. 1 from a record high of 34.5 
percent on April 1. 

Since bottoming at more than two-year lows on 
Sept. 10, OFZ prices have recovered some 
ground along with the rouble as a broader 
emerging market selloff has eased. 
Vyshkovsky said the finance ministry could 
intervene in the market to support prices but 
that was not currently a serious option. 

"I don't think it is relevant to say that such a 
measure is needed now. If we did it (in the 
future), then only to rein in a mood of (market) 
panic," he said.  
Vyshkovsky declined to say to what extent OFZ 
yields should rise for the financial authorities to 

step in. For now, he said, the ministry could limit 
the supply of bonds by not holding its weekly 

OFZ auctions. 
The ministry has since cancelled all such 
auctions in September, citing adverse market 
conditions. 
Vyshkovsky said he hoped the foreigners' share 

of OFZ bonds would not drop below 25 percent, 
and that a stabler market situation would enable 
the ministry to borrow as planned next year.  
 
(Writing by Andrey Ostroukh; editing by John 
Stonestreet) 
(( andrey.ostroukh@thomsonreuters.com ; +7 495 
775 1242; )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Serbia 

Serbia, IMF begin review of advice and 

monitoring arrangement  

24-Sep-2018  

BELGRADE, Sept 24 (Reuters) - An 

International Monetary Fund mission began 
10 days of talks with Serbian officials on 
Monday to review progress on its new non-
financial arrangement with Belgrade, the 
central bank said. 

In June, Serbia and the Washington-based 
lender agreed on a 30-month arrangement 

under which the fund offers advice and 
monitoring for countries that do not need 
financial support. The arrangement will give 
investors greater confidence in putting their 
money in Serbia. 

In a statement, the central bank said Serbian 

and IMF officials will focus on: "how to speed up 

... structural reforms that should contribute to 
an increase of productivity, employment in the 
private sector and achieving of high and 
sustainable (economic) growth rates." 
Serbia's economy grew 4.8 percent in the 
second quarter, up from 4.6 percent in the 

previous quarter. 
Last month, the central bank raised its growth 
forecast for 2018 by 50 basis points to 4 percent 
citing better-than-expected performance in 
construction, agriculture and investment.  
The IMF estimated Serbia's economic growth 

this year at 3.5 percent. 
Serbia in February ended a previous three-
year 1.2 billion euro ($1.41 billion) loan deal 
with the IMF under which the Balkan country 
cut public sector wages and pensions to 
reduce its deficit and debt. It did not draw on 
any of the funds. 

Serbia plans to reverse pensions cuts by the end 
of the year on the back of a budget surplus in 
2017 and also expected this year. The country's 

public debt was equivalent to 59.6 percent of its 
annual economic output as of the end of July. 
 
($1 = 0.8496 euros) 
(Reporting by Aleksandar Vasovic; Editing by Hugh 
Lawson) 
(( aleksandar.vasovic@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+381113044930; )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Slovakia 

Slovakia sells 295 mln euro worth of T-

bills due June 2019  

24-Sep-2018  

PRAGUE, Sept 24 (Reuters) - Slovakia sold 295 

million euros ($347.24 million) worth of 
treasury bills due on June 26, 2019 at an 
auction on Monday, the Finance Ministry's 
Debt and Liquidity Management Agency said. 

Total demand for the bills, maturing on June 26, 

2019, reached 1.11 billion euros compared with 
800 million euros seen at a previous sale of this 

paper on February 13, 2017. 
The accepted yield was -0.3100 percent, 
compared with -0.2500 percent in the February 
2017 auction. 
The bills are being sold from 1.0 billion stock of 
the paper the finance ministry bought into its 
own portfolio last November. The ministry sold 

400 million euros worth to investors in 
December, 500 million euros worth in January 
and 300 million euros worth in February. 
Following Monday's sale, it will hold 300 million 
euros. 
 
($1 = 0.8495 euros) 
(Reporting by Mirka Krufova; Editing by Robert Muller) 

(( prague.newsroom@thomsonreuters.com )( +420 
224 190 477) (Reuters Messaging: 
mirka.krufova.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
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LATIN AMERICA AND 
CARIBBEAN 

 

Argentina 

Argentine shake-up raises risks for 

Macri and IMF  

26-Sep-2018  
By Tom Buerkle 
NEW YORK, Sept 26 (Reuters Breakingviews) - A 

change at the top of Argentina’s central bank 

brings opportunity and risk for President 
Mauricio Macri. Luis Caputo’s resignation on 
Tuesday improves the chances of an increase 
in the $50 billion credit line that the Latin 
American country negotiated with the 
International Monetary Fund in the hope of 

stabilising its markets and economy. Macri and 
the IMF are gambling that allowing the peso to 
weaken without official intervention in the 

currency markets will spur growth rather than 
instability, and offset government austerity. But 
time is running out for the strategy to pay off.  
Macri tapped Caputo, an ex-Deutsche Bank and 
JPMorgan banker, to bolster investor confidence 
in the government’s economic turnaround plan, 
but he lasted only three months. Caputo didn’t 

see eye to eye with the plan’s architect, 
Economy Minister Nicolas Dujovne, and his 
intervention to support the peso in recent weeks 
didn’t appear to find favour at the IMF. His 
resignation knocked 3 percent off the currency’s 
value against the dollar on Tuesday. 
A freer floating currency was virtually 

inevitable. Caputo used up 11 percent of the 
country’s foreign exchange reserves in the 
month to Sept. 20. At that pace, the remaining 
$50 billion would run out in nine months – 
and the IMF would risk throwing good money 
after bad.  

A measured weakening in the exchange rate 
could help given the economic damage inflicted 

by capital flight and drought. The central bank 

raised its benchmark interest rate to 60 percent 
last month in response to a sharp slide in the 
peso that has seen the currency lose more than 
half of its value against the dollar so far this 
year. Dujovne earlier this month announced new 
cuts in government spending to reduce the 
budget deficit and regain investors’ confidence. 

But those moves have sparked social unrest, 
including a national strike on Tuesday, and 
reduce the chances of achieving the 2 percent 
growth that the IMF has forecast for 2018. 
Aside from easing up on market intervention the 
new governor, Guido Sandleris, who was 
previously Dujovne’s deputy, has limited room 

for manoeuvre. With inflation heading toward 40 
percent, he can’t slash interest rates. And 
pressure on Argentina and other emerging 
markets will only intensify if the Federal Reserve 
goes ahead with another rate hike on 

Wednesday. Additional IMF support will help at 

the margin, but with protesters in the streets 

and a presidential election due in just over a 
year, Macri is running out of time to turn the 
economy around. 
CONTEXT NEWS  
- Luis Caputo resigned as governor of 
Argentina’s central bank on Sept. 25, three 

months after taking office. “This resignation is 

due to personal reasons, with the conviction that 
a new deal with the International Monetary Fund 
will re-establish trust in the fiscal, financial, 
monetary and exchange rate situation,” the 
central bank said in a statement. 
- President Mauricio Macri appointed Economic 

Policy Secretary Guido Sandleris as the new 
head of the central bank. Sandleris is a close ally 

and deputy to Economy Minister Nicolas 
Dujovne. Argentine media had in recent weeks 
reported growing tensions between Dujovne and 
Caputo. 
- A spokesman for the IMF, which is negotiating 

with Macri’s government over an increase in a 
$50 billion credit line agreed in June, said the 
organization’s staff and Argentine authorities 
“continue to work intensively with the objective 
of concluding the staff level talks in very short 
order”.  
- The Argentine peso fell nearly 7 percent to 40 

against the U.S. dollar in early trading on Sept. 
25 before recovering to around 38.50 at the 
close of trading in Buenos Aires. That was down 

3 percent from the previous day. The Merval 
index of Argentine stocks rose more than 2 
percent to 33,955.  

  
(Editing by Swaha Pattanaik and Karen Kwok) 
(( thomas.buerkle@thomsonreuters.com ; Reuters 
Messaging: 
thomas.buerkle.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

IMF boosts Argentina program to $57 

bln in bid to halt peso slide  

27-Sep-2018  

By Dave Graham and Nicolás Misculin 
NEW YORK/BUENOS AIRES, Sept 26 (Reuters) - 
The International Monetary Fund on 
Wednesday increased its three-year lending 
program with Argentina by $7 billion to $57 
billion, on the condition that the central bank 
halted full-scale interventions to support the 
ailing peso. 

IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde, 
speaking at a news conference in New York 
alongside Argentine Economy Minister Nicolas 
Dujovne, said the Fund was "significantly 
frontloading" disbursements under the program. 
It will boost the financing available through the 
end of next year by $19 billion, she said. 
Argentina has been at the center of emerging 
market turmoil this year after a drought 
plunged Latin America's third-largest 
economy into recession.  
Investor fears that Argentina would not be 
able to service its foreign debt in 2019 have 
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made the peso one of the world's worst 
performing currencies this year. It has lost 

more than 50 percent of its value in 2018. 

Lagarde said that Argentina's central bank had 
agreed as part of the deal to allow the peso 
currency to float freely and would only intervene 
in the foreign exchange market in extreme 
circumstances.  
The central bank has spent nearly $16 billion in 

reserves this year in a failed attempt to prop up 
the peso, using a large share of the dollars 
disbursed by the IMF so far. 
"In the event of extreme overshooting of the 
exchange rate the central bank may conduct a 
limited intervention to prevent disorderly market 
conditions," Lagarde told reporters. 

Subject to IMF board approval, financing under 

the new deal would no longer be discretionary, 
but would be readily available to the government 
for budget support, she said. 
Speaking at a later news conference in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina's new central bank governor, 

Guido Sandleris, said the bank would establish a 
trading band for the peso and only intervene in 
the market if it fell outside that range. 
Sandleris, appointed on Tuesday after his 
predecessor unexpectedly resigned, said the 
range will initially be set at 34 to 44 pesos to the 
U.S. dollar. It will depreciate daily at a rate 

equivalent to 3.0 percent per month, he said. 
Any intervention in the market outside that 
range would be capped at $150 million a day, 

Sandleris said, far less than the bank spent on 
many days in recent months. 
The peso closed at 38.5 to the U.S. dollar on 
Wednesday. 
In a far-reaching overhaul of monetary policy, 
Sandleris also said the central bank would 
abandon its inflation target of 27 percent for 
this year and instead set an objective of 

limiting money supply. The bank will target 
zero growth in the monetary base from now until 
June 2019, he said. 
The central bank has already hiked benchmark 

interest rates to 60 percent in an effort to curb 
inflation, which is now predicted to top 40 
percent this year.  

However, with credit accounting for a small 
share of economic activity in Argentina after 
decades of financial crises, interest rates have a 
limited impact on price rises.  

"At this time, Argentina needs a simple anchor. 
Our anchor will be a very strict control of the 
amount of money in the economy," Sandleris 
said, adding that it would require months for the 
new policies to have an impact on prices. 
But the monetary base has been growing at a 

brisk 2 percent a month and the policy could 
have a negative economic impact, said Santiago 
Lopez Alfaro, an economist and associate at 
Delphos Investments. 

"That is very restrictive in an economy that is in 
recession and with high rates, with economic 
activity hit hard," he said. 

 
(Reporting by Dave Graham in New York, additional 
reporting by Daniel Flynn, Scott Squires, Nicolas 

Misculin and Gabriel Burin in Buenos Aires;  
Writing by Daniel Flynn; editing by Clive McKeef and 
Rosalba O'Brien) 
(( daniel.flynn@thomsonreuters.com ; +55 11 5644 
7701 ; Reuters Messaging: 

daniel.flynn.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Argentina's peso slides 3.6 pct after 

revised IMF deal  

27-Sep-2018  

BUENOS AIRES, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Argentina's 

peso opened 3.6 percent weaker on Thursday 
at 40 per U.S. dollar after the government 
unveiled a revised $57 billion program with 
the International Monetary Fund late on 
Wednesday that ruled out major central bank 
intervention in the market. 

"Exchange rate policy will now have a clearer 
framework but a more complex one based on 

rules," said Alberto Ramos of Goldman Sachs.  
The program - a record for the IMF - introduces 
a trading band for the peso between 34 and 44 
pesos, outside which the central bank can 
conduct small-scale market intervention. It also 
switches the focus of monetary policy to 
targeting zero growth in money supply over the 

next year, instead of inflation. 
 
(Reporting by Walter Bianchi Writing by Daniel Flynn 
Editing by Chizu Nomiyama) 
(( daniel.flynn@thomsonreuters.com ; +55 11 5644 
7701 ; Reuters Messaging: 
daniel.flynn.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Bahamas 

Quarterly Economic Review, June 2018  

25-Sep-2018  
The Central Bank of The Bahamas is pleased 
to announce the release of its Quarterly 
Economic Review for the Second Quarter of 
2018. The Review provides an examination of 
the domestic economy's performance, as well 

as sectoral developments, principally during 
the April to June period.  

Indications are that the domestic economy 
maintained it modest growth trajectory during 
the second quarter of 2018, supported by 
ongoing improvements in the tourism sector. In 
addition, foreign investment-related activity 
continued to provide stimulus to the construction 

sector. In this environment, labour market 
conditions improved, as the number of employed 
person grew, buoyed by tourism-related job 
gains. Further, domestic inflationary pressures 
remained contained, although the recent rise in 
international oil prices resulted in firming in 

domestic energy costs.  
The fiscal performance for the eleven months 
of FY2017/18, indicated a narrowing in the 
overall deficit, attributed to a capital 
spending-led reduction in aggregate 
expenditure, alongside a rise in total revenue. 
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Budgetary financing was obtained largely 
from external sources, including a US$750.0 

million external bond issue in November, 
2017.  

In monetary developments, as the expansion in 
domestic credit outstripped the increase in 
deposits, the growth in bank liquidity slowed 
during the second quarter. Meanwhile, external 
reserves contracted, reflecting a rise in demand 

for foreign currency to facilitate primarily fuel 
payments. Banks' credit quality indicators 
improved during the review period, due to the 
modest strengthening in economic activity, 
along with ongoing debt restructuring measures 
and loan write-offs. The sector's overall 
profitability levels for the first quarter also 

improved, reflecting reductions in interest 

expenses and operating costs. Further, the 
sector's capital adequacy ratio continued to 
exceed regulatory requirements.  
In external trade developments, the estimated 
current account deficit widened sharply during 
the second quarter, explained by an expansion 

in net investment outflows and a significant 
decline in the services account surplus. In 
contrast, the estimated surplus on the capital 
and financial account increased considerably, 
attributed to a rise in net direct and other 
'miscellaneous' investment inflows.  
For full text reading, please download the 

attached document.  
 
(C) Copyright 2018 - Central Bank of The Bahamas 
 
 

Costa Rica 

Costa Rica's central bank to loan 

government $862 mln to shore up 

finances  

26-Sep-2018  

SAN JOSE, Sept 26 (Reuters) - Costa Rica's 

central bank agreed late on Tuesday to lend 
the country's finance ministry $862 million to 
help shore up the government's finances, 
amid a wave of protests over a proposed fiscal 
reform. 
"Though Costa Rica is growing and has positive 
indicators, the fiscal situation is delicate and 
threatens everyone's stability. It's absolutely 

necessary to approve the fiscal reform proposal 
in October," President Carlos Alvarado said in a 
televised broadcast. 
"To give ourselves the room to reach that 
structural solution, the Finance Ministry and 
Central Bank have activated an extraordinary 

mechanism known as the treasury letter," said 
the center-left president who took office in May. 
According to the terms of the agreement, the 
Finance Ministry will issue up to 498 billion Costa 

Rican colones ($862 million) in debt, with a 
maturity of no more than 90 days, which the 
central bank will purchase. 

"The Ministry makes this decision in order to 
finish sealing other instruments and in order to 

not pressure interest rates and jeopardize 

citizens and companies that rely on credit," said 

Finance Minster Rocio Aguilar. 
"The most important thing is to approve the 
fiscal reform because it is necessary to start 
the process of consolidating public finances. 
Once this reform is approved, we can access 
international loans at better spread and term 
conditions," said Aguilar. 

Central Bank President Rodrigo Cubero described 

the measure as "extraordinary and temporary," 
saying there was need for integral fiscal reform 
that offers a permanent solution to the 
imbalances in public finances. 
Thousands of unionized public employees have 
protested in rejection of the tax proposal, which 
is under discussion in Congress, arguing that it 

would disproportionately affect the middle and 
lower classes. 
The reform would convert Costa Rica's 13 
percent sales tax to a value added tax, affecting 
more products and services. 
 
($1 = 577.7500 colones) 
(Reporting by Alvaro Murillo; Writing by Anthony 

Esposito; Editing by Richard Borsuk) 
(( anthony.esposito@tr.com ; +5255 5282 7140; 
Reuters Messaging: 
anthony.esposito.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018 
 
 

Jamaica 

S&P Maintains Jamaica’s Sovereign 

Credit Rating At B; Raises To Positive 

From Stable  

25-Sep-2018  
Sept 25 (Reuters) - S&P:  
S&P maintains Jamaica’s sovereign credit 

rating at B; raises to positive from stable. 

S&P says Jamaica 'B/B' ratings affirmed; outlook 
revised to positive from stable on improved 
external position. 
S&P says Jamaica has made material progress in 
achieving macroeconomic stability and 

improvement in its external debt burden. 
S&P says ongoing changes in governance & 

mandate of central bank could gradually improve 
Jamaica's currently limited monetary flexibility. 
S&P says ratings on Jamaica continue to be 
limited by the country's high debt and interest 
burden, which restricts its fiscal flexibility. 
S&P says structural barriers will continue to 

impede stronger economic growth in Jamaica. 
S&P says believe that Jamaica's policymaking 
stability and predictability are bolstered by 
continuity of fiscal consolidation policies. 
 
(( Reuters.Briefs@thomsonreuters.com ;)) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
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Peru 

Peru's state oil company Petroperu 

plans $600 mln bond issuance next 

year  

26-Sep-2018  
LIMA, Sept 26 (Reuters) - Peru's state-owned 

energy company Petroperu plans to sell $600 
million in bonds next year to pay for upgrades 
at its flagship refinery Talara, the company's 
president said on Wednesday. 

James Atkins added in a news conference with 
foreign media that the issuance would take place 
in New York. Petroperu has been working on 
upgrades aimed at raising Talara's refining 

capacity worth $5 billion. 
 
(Reporting By Teresa Cespedes) 
(( mitra.taj@thomsonreuters.com ; +51 (1) 277-
9550; Reuters Messaging: 
mitra.taj.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 

(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 

AFRICA 
 

Algeria 

Algeria sees 2019 economic growth at 

2.6 pct vs 4 pct this year  

26-Sep-2018  
By Hamid Ould Ahmed 
Sept 26 (Reuters) - Algeria's government 

expects the economy to grow by 2.6 percent 

in 2019, down from the 4 percent it has 
forecast for this year, due to lower spending, 
a document seen by Reuters showed. 

The government sees inflation reaching 4.5 
percent next year, down from its 5.5 percent 
projection for 2018, according to the document, 
part of the draft budget for 2019. 
OPEC member Algeria relies heavily on oil and 
gas, which account for 60 percent of the 

budget and 94 percent of its export revenue, 
despite promises to launch reforms and 
diversify the economy. 

Algeria's oil and gas export earnings should 
reach $33.2 billion in 2019, down from the 
$34.37 billion target for 2018, the document 
said, without elaborating. 
But the government has said falling energy 

output and growing domestic consumption are 
pushing down exports. 
Overall energy consumption rose 7.1 percent in 
the first quarter of 2018 from a year earlier, 
according to the energy ministry. 
As a result of the decline in energy revenue, the 
government plans to cut spending by 1.5 

percent in 2019 after a 25 percent rise this year, 
in a bid to rebalance its finances, which have 
been hit in recent years by a fall in global crude 
prices. 
Foreign exchange reserves are also expected to 

fall further, reaching $62 billion in 2019, the 

government said in the document, down from 

the $85.2 billion forecast for the end of this year 
and $193 billion in mid-2014 when oil prices 
started falling. 
The North African country is now benefiting from 
a recovery in crude prices, with its energy 
earnings reaching $22.021 billion in the first 

seven months of this year, a 15.23 percent rise 
from a year earlier. 
But the government said it is still under financial 
pressure, with a large proportion of energy 
revenue being used to pay for imports of goods 
due to poor domestic production. 

It expects the goods import bill to reach $44 
billion in 2019, up from $43.5 billion forecast for 
this year. 

 
(Reporting by Hamid Ould Ahmed; Editing by Hugh 
Lawson) 
(( hamid.ouldahmed@thomsonreuters.com ;)) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Egypt 

IMF says Egypt's structural reforms 

key for sustainable development  

24-Sep-2018  

CAIRO, Sept 24 (Reuters) - IMF managing 

director Christine Lagarde has praised Egypt's 
economy saying it was showing "strong signs 
of recovery" under a three-year reform plan, 
and stressed the importance of structural 
reforms to achieve more sustainable 
development. 

Egypt has implemented tough reforms under a 
$12 billion loan program agreed in late 2016 

that involved deep cuts to energy subsidies, new 
taxes, and a floated currency in a bid to draw 
back investors who fled after its 2011 uprising. 
Financial markets have been closely watching 
how the government keeps to the terms of the 
deal, which has helped Cairo receive loan 
installments on schedule. 

In a statement after she met with Egyptian 

President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi in New York on 
Sunday, Lagarde said the IMF remained 
committed to supporting Egypt. 
"Egypt’s economy is showing strong signs of 
recovery, and its economic growth is among 
the highest in the Middle East," Lagarde said 
in the Sept. 23 statement. 

She said she agreed with Sisi on the importance 
of capitalising on Egypt's "macroeconomic gains 
to advance the authorities’ home-grown 
structural reforms". 
"These reforms will help achieve more 
sustainable, inclusive and private-sector led 
growth which will help create jobs for Egypt’s 

young population, while also ensuring adequate 

resources are available for social protection," 
she added, according to the statement. 
Egypt's inflation, which had soared to a record 
high of more than 33 percent in July 2017 after 
the import-dependent country floated the 
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Egyptian pound in November 2016, eased to its 

lowest level in almost two years in May. 

Core inflation in August stood at 8.83 percent 
while foreign reserves reached $44.419 billion 
compared with $36.143 billion in the same 
month last year. 
Egypt in June raised fuel and electricity prices as 
part of the reforms agreed under the IMF plan in 

measures that had made it harder for ordinary 
Egyptians to make ends meet. Another fuel price 
rise is scheduled next year. 
 
(Reporting by Sami Aboudi; Editing by Edwina Gibbs) 
(( Sami.Aboudi@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+20223948181; )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Egypt to tour Asian, European markets 

to prepare for global bond issue  

25-Sep-2018  
CAIRO, Sept 25 (Reuters) - Egyptian officials 

plan to launch Asian and European tours 

starting in the week after next to market 
international bonds, which will be offered 
when the time is right, Finance Minister 
Mohamed Maait said on Tuesday. 

Speaking at a business events in Cairo, Maait 
also said that an official IMF delegation was due 
in Cairo in the second half of October and that 
the result of its compliance review with its 2016 
reforms programme will be announced in 

December. 
He said the government was working on 
economic restructuring plans that aim to reduce 
public debt to 70 percent within four years. 
Maait also said that Cairo was ready to 
implement an oil hedging policy but wants to 

wait until the market cools off. 
 
(Reporting by Ehab Farouk; Writing by Sami Aboudi) 
(( Sami.Aboudi@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+20223948181; )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Egypt plans foray into Asia bond 

market with non-deal roadshow  

26-Sep-2018  
Egypt has raised the possibility of issuing 
Samurai or Panda bonds in the past, but the 
planned "non-deal roadshows" will be its first 
tangible foray into Asia. 

Egyptian officials will tour Asia later this year to 
test interest in the country's debt, part of 

government efforts to expand borrowing options 
as volatility roils emerging markets, Finance 
Minister Mohamed Maait said. 
Egypt has raised the possibility of issuing 
Samurai or Panda bonds in the past, but the 
planned "non-deal roadshows" will be its first 
tangible foray into Asia. 

"We have been told that there are big 
opportunities in Asian markets and many funds 

in it are willing to invest, so we will go and tell 
them the Egypt story and about our reform 
program," Maait said in an interview. "We are 

monitoring international markets and want to 

look into several potential markets." 
Government plans to issue more international 
bonds this fiscal year are being tested by the 
crisis sweeping emerging markets from 
Turkey to Argentina, with officials now facing 

the prospect of pricier borrowing. The rout has 
already pushed up yields on Egyptian pound-
denominated treasury bills and bonds in recent 

weeks, adding to the cost of servicing the 
country's debt pile just as the government is 
seeking to curb its budget deficit. 
Egypt will not seek to sell any debt during its 
roadshows, but will test appetite among 
potential investors in Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Korea, China, Singapore and possibly Japan. 

Finance ministry officials also plan to meet 

investors in Europe before the year's out. 
The finance ministry is in talks with banks about 
managing the roadshows, Maait said. 
Egypt has sold more than $13 billion in foreign-
currency denominated bonds since it lifted most 
currency controls, raised interest rates and cut 

subsidies in November 2016, to help secure a 
$12 billion loan from the International Monetary 
Fund. Its first euro-denominated bond, issued in 
April, was oversubscribed. 
 
Copyright (c) 2018 Sourced by MIST all rights 
reserved 
 
 

Egypt receives final $500 mln tranche 

of African Development Bank loan  

28-Sep-2018  
CAIRO, Sept 28 (Reuters) - Egypt has received 

the third and last $500 million tranche of a 
$1.5 billion African Development Bank loan 
which will support the government's 
development programmes, the investment 
ministry said on Friday.  

The loan was agreed in 2015 amid an acute 
foreign currency shortage that crippled import 
activity and had the country scrambling to find 
new sources of dollars as shipments piled up at 

ports and manufacturing slowed. 
Egypt has since implemented tough reforms 
under a $12 billion IMF loan program agreed 
in late 2016 that involved deep cuts to energy 
subsidies, new taxes and a floated currency in 
a bid to draw back investors who fled after its 
2011 uprising. 

"The funds will help support development 
programmes that meet the citizens' needs, and 

which come as a top priority for the government 
in the context of the social dimension of Egypt's 
economic reform programme," the statement 
read.  
The country's foreign reserves stood at $44.42 
billion as of end-August. 
Finance Minister Mohamed Maait said last week 

that Egypt's economy has proven "resilient" in 
the face of wider emerging market turbulence, 
but that the government will seek around $5 
billion in foreign currency bonds in the coming 
months. 
Officials plan to launch Asian and European tours 
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in mid-October to market the international 

bonds. 

 
(Reporting by Ehab Farouk Writing by Nadine Awadalla 
Editing by Peter Graff) 
(( Nadine.Awadalla@thomsonreuters.com ;)) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Ghana 

Ghana targets $10 billion century bond 

sale by end of year  

27-Sep-2018  
Ghana's Finance Minister Ken Ofori-Atta said 
the country is preparing to sell $5 billion to 
$10 billion in century bonds by the end of the 

year at a time when rising US rates are 
making investors wary of emerging-market 
debt. 

In what will be the world's biggest sovereign 
issuance of 100-year securities and the first by 
an African country should the deal proceed, 
Ghana is planning to raise the debt as the first 
tranche of a $50 billion bond, Ofori-Atta said in 

an interview Tuesday in the capital, Accra. The 
$50 billion will be raised "in bits" through a shelf 
offering, which allows issuers to a register a 
security without selling the entire issue at once, 
said Ofori-Atta. 
The sale will help Ghana to pay off existing 
debt, build factories and overcome an 
estimated shortfall of $7 billion in annual 

infrastructure spending, said Ofori-Atta. More 
detail about the bond will be made public 
when he presents the country's budget for 
2019 to lawmakers on 15 November, said 
Ofori-Atta. 

Ghana's issuance plan comes at a time when 
emerging-market dollar-bond sales are 
dwindling as rising US rates dampen investor 
appetite for high-yielding assets. Average yields 

on emerging-market dollar debt have climbed 
almost 100 basis points since April amid a sell-
off sparked by crises in Argentina and Turkey, 
according to Bloomberg indexes. 

Only China, Argentina and Mexico have 
previously issued 100-year dollar debt, of which 

Mexico's $2.7 billion deal in October 2010 was 
the biggest. 
"It sounds optimistic," Kieran Curtis, a money 
manager in London at Aberdeen Standard 
Investments, which owns Ghanaian bonds, said 
by phone. "It's difficult to believe there is $10 
billion of demand out there. This would be 

outside what you'd expect for their financing 
needs." 
Yields on Ghana's 2049 dollar bonds rose three 
basis points to 8.63 per cent at 6.37 p.m. in 
London on Tuesday, the most in a week. 
An issuance by year-end will be Ghana's second 

sale of Eurobonds in 2018 after raising $2 billion 

in 10- and 30-year securities in May. Earlier this 
year, the country weighed selling so-called 
Panda bonds in mainland China and Samurai 
notes in Japan before abandoning the idea. 

Ghana is in the final year of an almost $1 billion 

bailout programme with the International 

Monetary Fund that started in 2015 after the 
value of the cedi collapsed and debt ballooned. 
Total public debt measured 65.9 per cent of 
gross domestic product at the end of July, 
compared with 67.4 per cent at the same time in 
2017, according to the central bank's data. 

 
Copyright (c) 2018 Sourced by MIST all rights 
reserved 
 
 

Ivory Coast 

Ivory Coast proposes budget for 2019 

8.6 pct larger than current year  

26-Sep-2018  
ABIDJAN, Sept 26 (Reuters) - Ivory Coast's 

government on Wednesday approved a 2019 
budget of 7.3 trillion CFA francs ($13.2 
billion), government spokesman Sidi Toure 

told journalists on Wednesday.  

The budget, which still needs to be approved by 
parliament, is 578 billion CFA Francs or 8.6 
percent higher than this year's. 
 
($1 = 553.7000 CFA francs) 
(Reporting by Ange Aboa Editing by Alessandra 
Prentice and Matthew Mpoke Bigg) 
(( ange.aboabavier@thomsonreuters.com ; +225 49 
49 97 88) ) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

Mozambique 

Mozambique consulting IMF on 

economic reform, no loans on agenda  

26-Sep-2018  
By Daniel Bases 
NEW YORK, Sept 26 (Reuters) - Mozambique, 

cut off from multilateral donors, said on 
Wednesday it is working with the 
International Monetary Fund to bring 
economic reforms and transparency in an 
effort to rebuild credibility after a debt 
scandal, but no loans are promised. 
"The IMF is not giving loans but they are helping 
in programs for macroeconomic stability, those 
measures that will attract investors to come to 
the country," President Filipe Nyusi told Reuters 
in an interview on the sidelines of the U.N. 
General Assembly meeting in New York. 
Nyusi, who took office in 2015, said through a 

translator his government development program 
was knocked off course after the heavily 
indebted nation was cut off from multilateral and 
foreign donors after the government admitted to 
$1.4 billion of previously undisclosed loans in 

2016. 
Credit rating agency Fitch Ratings affirmed its 
restricted default opinion on Mozambique on 
Friday, citing "the sovereign's failure to cure 
the default on debt to external commercial 
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creditors." Fitch said it does not anticipate a 
near-term resolution to the default. 

After an audit of the loans, which were not 

authorized by the East African nation, Nyusi said 
there has been progress with the IMF visiting to 
make recommendations for macroeconomic 
reforms while also addressing transparency and 
accountability. 
"We are discussing all of this with the IMF with a 

view to unlocking this, bringing back credibility," 
he said. 
"Slowly, we have seen investors coming back. 
Not at the same level as we would like it to be." 
Nyusi said foreign direct investment was 
increasing and helping boost economic growth in 

2017 by 3.7 percent. He forecast growth of more 
than 4 percent in 2018. 

One area of growth is in oil and gas but civil 
unrest in its northern provinces in the past year 
has created a cautious environment for the 
sector. 
U.S. petroleum company Anadarko Petroleum 

has a $15 billion liquefied natural gas project in 
the area. 
"Any unrest or any problem to law and order is a 
threat to investment, of course," said Nyusi, who 
assured security forces have the area under 
control, but also blamed some of the unrest on 
people coming from outside the country. 

"There is no threat in terms of hydrocarbon 
investments," Nyusi said. "Indeed, even 
yesterday I spoke to Anadarko. We've been 

coordinating efforts. I intend to talk to 
ExxonMobil tomorrow and I'll be talking to the 
Italian companies as well." 

 
(Reporting By Daniel Bases 
Editing by Bill Trott) 
(( daniel.bases@thomsonreuters.com ; +1 646 223 
6131; Reuters Messaging: 
daniel.bases.reuters.com@reuters.net ; Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/djbases) ) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

South Africa 

Fitch Ratings: South Africa Plan 

Unlikely to Deliver Major Growth Boost  

25-Sep-2018  
Fitch Ratings-Hong Kong/London-September 25: 
South Africa's latest economic plan is unlikely 
to deliver a significant boost to economic 

growth, Fitch Ratings says. Several of the 
measures relate to existing proposals and others 
will take time to finalise and to have an impact. 
The announcement does not affect our recently 
updated growth forecasts. 
President Cyril Ramaphosa last week announced 
an economic stimulus and recovery plan 

encompassing growth-enhancing reforms, 

reprioritising public spending to create jobs, 
setting up an infrastructure fund, improving 
education and health, and investing in municipal 
social infrastructure. The plan is partly a 
response to a technical recession in 1H18, but 

South Africa has also been affected by broader 

emerging market volatility. 
The plan does include measures that could 
support growth, but many relate to long-
standing policy ideas that have been slow to 

implement. For example, the approval of the 
revised Mining Charter was widely anticipated, 
but its likely impact remains unclear. The 
decision not to proceed with the Mineral and 

Petroleum Resources Development Act 
Amendment Bill had already been announced 
and replacement legislation will take time to 
draft. Radio spectrum auctions have also been 
delayed. 
The plan envisages reprioritising about ZAR50 
billion (USD3.5 billion) of spending within 

existing ceilings due to "limited fiscal space". 

This could be modestly positive for growth as 
the measures targeted could have a greater 
multiplier effect, as could greater public-private 
infrastructure investment. But it is not clear how 
the planned infrastructure fund would operate 

and whether it will increase contingent liabilities 
to the government. 
In our latest Global Economic Outlook, 
published on 21 September, we reduced our 
GDP growth forecasts for 2018 and 2019 to 
0.7% and 2.1%, respectively, from 1.7% and 
2.4%. The economy shrank in the first and 
second quarters of this year and the recovery, 
driven by a moderate strengthening of 
investment growth, will be modest. 

The recent rand depreciation has complicated 
the policy reaction to low GDP growth. We think 
the depreciation primarily reflects the rand's role 
as a proxy for emerging market currencies 
during times of broader emerging market risk 
aversion. But domestic factors including the 
recession and discussions about land reform 

have also contributed to outflows. The South 
African Reserve Bank (SARB) kept rates 
unchanged at 6.5% on 20 September, but three 
of the seven MPC members voted for a 25bp 
increase. This shows the independence of 
monetary policy and the SARB's commitment to 
its price stability mandate. 

Low trend growth is a persistent sovereign credit 

weakness for South Africa, reflected in the 
country's rating of 'BB+'/Stable. More details of 
the new plan will be announced in next month's 
Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS). 
Government revenue has held up well so far in 
2018 despite economic contraction. 

But balancing growth promotion, pressure to 
address exceptionally high inequality and fiscal 
consolidation priorities could be challenging if 
growth does not recover. With a general election 
due next year, the government may be less 
willing to offset any deficit overshoot. How fiscal 

policy evolves in response to weak growth will 
remain an important part of our sovereign rating 
assessment. 

 
Media Relations: Peter Fitzpatrick, London, Tel: +44 
20 3530 1103, Email: 
peter.fitzpatrick@fitchratings.com. 
The above article originally appeared as a post on the 
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Fitch Wire credit market commentary page. The 
original article can be accessed at 
www.fitchratings.com. All opinions expressed are 
those of Fitch Ratings. 
 
 

Moody's: "Very small" S. Africa 

stimulus to have little impact  

26-Sep-2018  
By Karin Strohecker 

LONDON, Sept 26 (Reuters) - The tiny size of 

South Africa's stimulus programme means it 
is unlikely to have much of an impact, with 
fiscal constraints preventing the government 
from pumping in much new money, Moody's 
lead analyst for the country said on 
Wednesday. 

After Africa's most industrialised economy tipped 
unexpectedly into recession in the second 

quarter, President Cyril Ramaphosa on Friday 
announced a multi-billion-dollar stimulus to 
make good on a pledge to revive the economy. 
He said 50 billion rand ($3.5 billion) of 
"reprioritised expenditure and new project-level 
funding" would be used to boost growth and 
create jobs, and the government would also 

launch a 400 billion rand medium-term 
infrastructure fund. 
Lucie Villa, also a Moody's vice president, said 
she expected the government to flesh out details 
of the stimulus plan and how it would translate 
into actual spending in a budget policy 

statement scheduled for Oct 24. 
"In size (50 billion rand) it is very small, it is 
around 1 percent of GDP. I am not sure how 
much impact you can expect from a 
programme of this size but would expect it to 
likely be limited," Villa told Reuters in an 
interview on the sidelines of a conference.  

"Given their fiscal constraints they don’t have 
the room to do outright fiscal stimulus, so this 

could be repurposed, or not all government 
spending." 
Moody's is the last of the "big three" 
international agencies to rate South Africa's 
long-term foreign-currency debt at investment 
grade.  

It said this month there was little chance it 

would cut the country to 'junk' this year, offering 
Ramaphosa some respite from a run of bad 
news on the economy. 
Villa confirmed Moody's outlook remained stable, 
but predicted a shortfall in tax revenues would 
increase. "We had 0.2 percent of GDP tax 
revenue shortfall, so it will probably be a bit 

more," she said.  
The biggest challenge for South Africa remained 
its low economic growth and the underlying 
factors driving this, such as a rigid labour 
market, said Villa. "In terms of the biggest risk, 
it is still state-owned enterprises." 

 
(Reporting by Karin Strohecker; editing by John 
Stonestreet) 
(( karin.strohecker@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+442075427262; Reuters Messaging: 
karin.strohecker.reuters.com@reuters.net )) 

(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 
 

S&P says stimulus plan doesn't affect 

stable South Africa outlook  

28-Sep-2018  
JOHANNESBURG, Sept 28 (Reuters) - A senior 

analyst at ratings agency S&P Global said on 
Friday that South African President Cyril 
Ramaphosa's stimulus plan did not affect the 
stable outlook on the country's sovereign 
rating. 
Ramaphosa said last week that his government 
would use 50 billion rand ($3.5 billion) of 
"reprioritised expenditure and new project-level 
funding" to boost growth after the economy fell 

into recession in the second quarter. 

His government also unveiled a new regulatory 
charter for the mining industry, a crucial step to 
attracting further investment to a sector laid low 
by depressed prices and soaring costs. 
"The package has some good initiatives 
focusing on job creation and infrastructure. 

And the changes to the mining charter are 
positive in nature," Ravi Bhatia, a director of 
the sovereign ratings group at S&P, told 
Reuters. 

"It seems like the plan will not impact upon the 
fiscal bottom line but rather do reallocations and 
focus on implementation," Bhatia added. "Our 
ratings are currently on stable outlook." 
S&P currently rates South Africa's long-term 

foreign-currency debt 'BB', in "junk" status. 
Moody's and Fitch said earlier this week that 
Ramaphosa's stimulus package was unlikely to 
have much impact on growth. 
Moody's is the last of the "big three" 
international agencies to rate South Africa's 

long-term foreign-currency debt at investment 
grade. 
 
($1 = 14.0939 rand) 
(Reporting by Alexander Winning Editing by Raissa 
Kasolowsky) 
(( alexander.winning@tr.com ; +27 11 775 3158; 
Reuters Messaging: 
alexander.winning.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 

OCEANIA 
 

Papua New Guinea 

Papua New Guinea raises $500 million 

in debut sovereign bond  

28-Sep-2018  
By Julia Fioretti and Jonathan Barrett 
HONG KONG/SYDNEY, Sept 28 (Reuters) - 
Papua New Guinea raised $500 million in its 
debut sovereign dollar bond on Friday, 
successfully tapping the international market 
two years after a botched attempt and 
marking a rare bright spot in emerging 
markets. 

The island nation sold 10-year bonds at a yield 
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of 8.375 percent after drawing over $3.3 billion 

in orders, most of which came from the United 

States, according to a term sheet seen by 
Reuters. 
The notes were rated a sub-investment grade B 
by Standard and Poor's and B2 negative by 
Moody's. 
PNG, which is hosting Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation (APEC) meetings in November, has 
one of the larger economies in the Pacific Islands 
region, backed by mining and large oil and gas 
reserves. 
But the country’s finances have come under 
pressure after revenue from resource projects 
and tax receipts failed to meet forecasts.  
The country was also hit by a devastating 

earthquake in February, killing more than 100 
people and disrupting one of the country’s 
main money-spinners, the ExxonMobil-led gas 
operations. 

PNG sought to drum up investor interest in a 
sovereign bond two years ago but it never got 
off the ground, but appetite for bonds issued by 
resource-rich countries such as Mongolia and 
Nigeria convinced it to try again. 

Nigeria sold $3 billion in 10-year bonds at a yield 
of 6.50 percent in November.  
A banker on the PNG deal said the transaction 
was not easy given the broader sell-off in 
emerging markets driven by rising U.S. interest 
rates.  

However, the banker said, emerging market 

fund managers in London and the United States 
were keen on the PNG bond as frontier markets 
have held up better than some larger emerging 
markets such Turkey, Argentina and Indonesia. 
"Initially the investors were a bit sceptical, 
questioning the timing," the banker said. 
PNG has total foreign debt of $2.5 billion, with 
almost $590 million owed to China, making it 
China’s biggest debtor among Pacific islands.  

“They’ve got debts to pay back and they are 
struggling fiscally to pay wages and you do want 
to do something to stimulate the economy,” said 
Australian National University researcher Rohan 
Fox. 

Fox said, however, that PNG’s kina currency had 

been kept artificially high via a trading band, 
which posed a risk to the government should it 
convert some of the U.S. dollar bond.  
“When you transfer into kina you want the 
exchange rate to be lower so you actually get 
more kina for your loan,” said Fox. “Then you’ve 

got upward risk rather than downward risk in 
terms of the exchange rate when you are paying 
it back.” 
PNG had originally been offering both 5-year and 
10-year notes but found that investors were 
more interested in the longer-dated paper 

because some of the country's assets, such as 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects, are long-
term, said bankers on the deal. 

PNG plans to use the proceeds to refinance 
existing public debt as well as funding 
infrastructure and development projects. It will 
also use some of the proceeds for the APEC 

summit. 

Citigroup and Credit Suisse were joint lead 

managers and bookrunners for the deal. 

 
(Reporting by Julia Fioretti and Jonathan Barrett; 
editing by Eric Meijer) 
(( julia.fioretti@thomsonreuters.com ; +852 2912 
6686; Reuters Messaging: 
julia.fioretti.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 

GLOBAL 
 

Global Markets-Trade nerves, bond 

yields and $80 oil buffet stocks  

25-Sep-2018  
•World stocks flat, just off six-month high 
•Bond yields rising on expectation of more 
policy tightening 
•German, U.S. yields at multi-month high 
•Oil near 4-year highs on supply concerns 

By Tommy Wilkes 
LONDON, Sept 25 (Reuters) - World stocks 

struggled to make headway on Tuesday after 

another round of U.S.-China tariffs kicked in 
and investors' nerves were frayed by rising 
expectations of central bank rate hikes and oil 
prices near four-year highs. 

Following falls across Asian share markets, 
European bourses opened firmer, with a pan-
European index up 0.2 percent. MSCI's main 

index of world stocks traded flat, though it is 

holding just under six-month highs hit earlier 
this month. 
Beijing and Washington have imposed new 
tariffs on each other's goods and Chinese Vice 
Commerce Minister Wang Shouwen on 
Tuesday accused the United States of putting 
"a knife to China's neck".  

Neither side appears ready for compromise, 
worrying investors the conflict is fast-becoming 

a protracted battle that will chill investment and 
hurt global trade. 
The developments pushed Wall Street lower on 
Monday though futures indicated a slightly 
higher open. 
"Markets have tried hard to shrug off the 
implications of an escalating trade spat on 
global trade and growth but this is becoming 

harder with each fresh round of tariffs and 
will slowly but surely take its toll on investor 
sentiment," Jasper Lawler, head of Research 
at London Capital Group, said. 

There are other big worries for investors too, not 
least the timing and pace of central bank policy 
tightening. 
While the U.S. Federal Reserve will almost 

certainly hike rates for a third time in 2018 this 
week, European Central Bank President Mario 
Draghi on Monday raised expectations the euro 
zone will also start to normalise policy over the 

coming year by referring to 'relatively vigorous' 
underlying inflation and brisk wage growth.  
That pushed German 10-year bond yields to 

four-month highs above 0.5 percent, while yields 
also rose across the euro bloc with money 
markets now pricing a rate rise by the ECB next 
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September. That's a marked change from a few 

weeks ago when a move was only expected by 

December 2019. 
U.S. 10-year Treasury yields too rose, touching 
a new four-month high above 3.10 percent. 
Goldman Sachs analysts noted a change in how 
markets were viewing rising bond yields -- 
having considered them a signal of improving 

growth and hence a positive for equities, higher 
bond yields were becoming attractive in their 
own right, they said. 
"With U.S. 10-year bond yield above 3 percent 
and U.S. real yields close to 1 percent, the risk 
especially to equities from rates is now back in 

focus," they told clients in a note. 
"We think the bar for investing in risky assets is 
rising as returns on safer assets are becoming 

more attractive." 
Currency markets were mostly quiet as investors 
watched from the sidelines before the Fed 
meeting.  

The euro eked out a small rise to $1.177 after 
rising above $1.18 after Draghi's comments on 
inflation while the dollar index was flat having 
inched off two-month lows hit at the end of last 
week. 
The dollar's three percent reversal since mid-
August has given some respite to emerging 

markets in recent days but MSCI's emerging 
equity index slipped 0.4 percent while most 
currencies also weakened, anticipating a 
hawkish tone from the Fed. 

The yuan was a touch weaker as most investors 
expect Chinese authorities to not follow the Fed 

in raising rates. 
Oil prices are also becoming a concern. They 
surged more than three percent on Monday after 
Russia and OPEC leader Saudi Arabia resisted 
pressure to raise crude output to offset the 
expected hit to supply from U.S. sanctions 
against Iran. 

Brent crude futures rose to as high as $81.69 a 
barrel on Tuesday, a level not seen since 
November 2014. 
 
(Additional reporting by Sujata Rao in London; Shinichi 
Saoshiro in TOKYO, Editing by William Maclean) 
(( thomas.wilkes@thomsonreuters.com )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
 

EMERGING MARKET 
 

Morgan Stanley shifts emerging-

market stance to Neutral from 

Negative  

24-Sep-2018  
By Karin Strohecker 
LONDON, Sept 24 (Reuters) - Morgan Stanley 

said on Monday it had changed its stance on 
emerging-market bonds and currencies to 
neutral from negative following the recent 
selloff, although it warned the backdrop for 
developing markets remained difficult.  

"After a significant sell-off, we close our bearish 

view on EM and shift into neutral gear," 

strategist Jaes Lord said in a note to clients. "We 

can see the case for some temporary stability 
after a six-month bear market." 
Emerging markets had a rough time over the 
summer after crises in Turkey and Argentina 
sparked a wider selloff in assets of developing 
economies.  
Following a six-month bear market, Morgan 
Stanley predicted some temporary stability 
might occur, thanks to depressed valuations, 
investors adjusting their positioning and a 
weaker U.S. dollar.  

Some idiosyncratic issues had become less 
concerning, while policy response to shore up 
investor confidence had picked up and a further 
escalation of trade looked built in, Morgan 

Stanley added.  
"However, more material escalatory risks over 
the medium term mean that this issue should 
re-emerge as a strong headwind in time and so 
we do not see the case to move bullish." 
Across high-yielding currencies, Morgan 
Stanley said it "liked" Argentina, Indonesia 

and Russia and moved to a neutral stance on 
Brazil. Across local debt, its analysts took a 
positive view on Mexico and a neutral stance 
on Argentina, Brazil and Russia.  

"Overall, we see the case for local markets as 
stronger than credit, considering better 
positioning, valuations that are more 
consistently cheap across countries and 

expected dollar weakness," the bank added. 
Across emerging-market hard currency debt, 
Morgan Stanley expected spreads to tighten with 
more debt issue supply possibly coming to 
market after a rocky summer, which would keep 
a lid on a potential rally.  
Bond sales usually rebound in September after a 

quiet August, but this year's currency crises in 
Turkey and Argentina and worries about rising 
U.S. sanctions risk for Russia have kept volumes 
dramatically lower so far. 
Morgan Stanley is not the only major bank to 
take a more positive view on emerging 
markets. Goldman Sachs said investor 
sentiment for emerging market assets had 
been firming. 

"Recent price action has likely helped buoy 
sentiment for EM assets, but we have noticed a 
marked change over the past two weeks in 
investors’ focus on EM - from downside risks to 
valuation and ‘opportunities’," Goldman analysts 
Caesar Maasry wrote in a note to clients.  
Turkey's interest rate increase in September, 

softer inflation data from the U.S. and valuations 
have rekindled "tepid optimism", he said.  
"We still prefer equity as the best-positioned 
asset class for a ‘bounce-back’ and find Brazil, 
Chile, Peru, Korea, and China offer a good 
combination of dislocation and supportive 

macro growth dynamics," Maasry added. 

MSCI's emerging market equity benchmark has 
fallen nearly 10 percent since the start of the 
year.  
 
(Reporting by Karin Strohecker; editing by Sujata Rao, 
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Larry King) 
(( karin.strohecker@thomsonreuters.com ; 
+442075427262; Reuters Messaging: 
karin.strohecker.reuters.com@reuters.net )) 
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018. 
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